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Re-emergence of Japan as a Global Economic Power: 

During the 1930, Japan excercised imperialist policy and invaded China to extend its colonial empire. 

Japan’s attempt to carve out a colonial empire ended with its defeat by the Allied forces. However, it 

was defeated in the World War II when US dropped atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. It 

resulted in huge destruction of masses. Under the US-led Occupation (1945-47) Japan was 

demilitarised and a new constitution introduced. Japanese philosopher Miyake Setsurei (1860-1945) 

argued that each nation must develop its special talents in the interest of world civilisation: The rapid 

rebuilding of the Japanese economy after its shattering defeat was called a post-war ‘miracle’. 

• The new constitution had Article 9, the so-called ‘no war clause’ that renounces the use of 

war as an instrument of state policy. 

• Agrarian reforms, the re-establishment of trade unions and an attempt to dismantle 

the zaibatsu or large monopoly houses that dominated the Japanese economy were also 

carried out. 

• Constitution was democratised. 

• Political parties were revived and the first post-war elections held in 1946. 

• Suffrage was given to women in the elections of 1946. 

• There was close relation between the government, bureaucracy and industry. 

• Japan also introduced better goods at cheaper rates in the market with its advanced 

technologies. 

• US support, as well as the demand created by the Korean and the Vietnamese wars also 

helped the Japanese economy. 

• The 1964 Olympics held in Tokyo, it symbolised the maturity of Japan’s economy. 

• The introduction of network of high-speed Shinkansen or bullet trains, started in 1964, which 

ran at 200 miles per hour, added to it prosperity. 

• In 1960s several pressure groups protested against industrial pollution. Industrialisation was 

pushed with utter disregard with the growth of civil society movements, due to its harmful 

effect on health and the environment. 

• Government action and new legal regulations helped to improve conditions. 

 

Very Short Answer Type Questions 

Question 1. Why did Britain sign the Anglo-Japanese treaty of 1902 ? What was the importance of 



this treaty for Japan?  

Answer: Britain signed the Anglo-Japanese treaty of 1902 to check Russian influence in China. By 

signing this treaty, Japan was also recognized as an imperialist power. 

 

Question 2. What do you know about Shoguns? 

Answer: Shoguns were rulers in the name of the emperors. They enjoyed the right of the kings and 

had the power to control over cities. 

Question 3. How long the Tukugawa rule lasted in Japan? 

Answer: They ruled from 1603-1807. 

Question 4. When was Olympic Games organised in Japan? 

Answer: In 1964, Olympic Games were organised in Tokyo. 

Question 5. What do you know about commodore Matthew Perry? 

Answer: Matthew Perry was an American naval officer, who was sent to Japan in 1853 by American 

government. He was sent there to sign a treaty that would permit open trade and diplomatic 

relations 

 

Question 6. What do you know about Meiji Restoration? 

Answer: After abolishing Tokugawa rule in Japan in 1868, Mutsuhito was given the title of Meiji 

which means enlightened ruler. This event is known as Meiji restoration in the history of Japan. 

Question 7. Write any two military reforms of Meiji era. 

Answer: Army was more powerful. 

• All the youths above 20 had to serve for a certain period in the army. 

Question 8. Which two famous commercial companies were set up in Japan during Meiji period? 

Answer: The two famous commercial companies set up in Japan during Meiji period were- (.i) 

Mitsubishi (ii) Sumitomo 

Question 9. What do you know about Zaibastu? 

Answer: Large business organisations controlled by individual families in Japan were known as 

Zaibastu. 

Question 10. What do you know about Miyake Setsurei? 

Answer: Miyake Setsurei was a famous Japanese philosopher, who argued that each nation must 

develop its talent in the interest of world civilisation. 

Question 11. Narrate any two changes that came in the daily life of the people of Meiji period. 

Answer: 



• The concept of nuclear family became popular. 

• Japanese used to wear western style of clothing. 

Question 12. What is meant by the slogan ‘Fukoku Kyohei’? 

Answer: The slogan ‘Fukoku Kyohei’ meant ‘rich country, strong army\ It was given in Japan under 

the Meiji rule. 

Question 13.How did Japan escape colonization, according to Nishitam Keiji? 

Answer: ‘Moral energy’ helped Japan to escape colonization. 

Short Answer Type Questions 

Question 14. Discuss how daily life was transformed as Japan developed? 

Answer: Earlier in Japan, the patriarchal household system prevailed. In it, many generations lived 

together under the control of the head of the family. New ideas of the family spread. People became 

more affluent. Homu, the new home was a nuclear family where husband and wife lived together. 

The new concept 

Question 15. What were the major developments before the Meiji restoration that made it possible 

for Japan to modernize rapidly? 

Answer: The following developments helped in the modernization of Japan before the Meiji 

restoration: 

• Peasants were not allowed to carry arms, only Samurai could carry swords now. 

• Growth of population led to the growth of commercial economy. 

• Efforts were made to develop silk industry. 

• People developed reading habits. 

• The export of precious metals restricted. 

• Theater and arts were patronized in towns. 

• Land surveys were made. 

 

Question 16. Did Japan’s policy of rapid industrialization lead to wars with its neighbors and 

destruction of the environment? 

Answer: The rapid industrialization of Japan led to wars and destruction of the environment due to 

the following reasons: 

• The development of industries affected the environment in many ways. 

• It led to the exploitation of natural resources. 

• To obtain raw material and for the consumption of furnished products the need of colonies was 

felt. 

 



 


